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PACS: 64.60.Cn, 64.60.Fr, 64.60.Kw, 65.50.+mModel~ protonnogo vpor�dkuvann� dl� opisu super�onnogofazovogo perehodu u kristal� (NH4)3H(SeO4)2�.V.Stas�k, N.Pavlenko, B.H�l~qerAnotac��. Dl� opisu posl�dovnost� fazovih perehod�v z su-per�onnoÝ fazi II do segnetoelastiqnih faz III � IV v kristal�(NH4)3H(SeO4)2rozvinena m�kroskop�qna model~ protonnogo vpo-r�dkuvann�. Vikoristovu�qi strukturn� dan� provedeni� simetr��-ni� anal�z protonnogo vpor�dkuvann� v fazah III � IV. V ramkah na-bli�enn� seredn~ogo pol� dosl�d�eni� r�vnova�ni� stan proton-noÝ p�dsistemi � pobudovana fazova d�agrama,�ka viznaqa neobh�d-n� umovi dl� �snuvann� r�znih tip�v protonnih vpor�dkuvan~. Qi-sel~no provedeno dosl�d�enn� termodinam�qnih funkc��,a tako�temperaturnih zale�noste� seredn�h protonnih qisel zapovnenn�.Otriman� rezul~tati por�vn��t~s� z visnovkami, �k� vipliva�t~ zrozkladu Landau.Proton Ordering Model of Superionic Phase Transitionin (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 crystalI.V. Stasyuk, N. Pavlenko, B. HilczerAbstract. The microscopic proton ordering model is developed for thedescription of phase transitions sequence from superionic phase II to fer-roelastic phases III and IV in the (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 crystal. Symmetryanalysis of proton orderings in phases III and IV is performed using thestructural data. The equilibrium states of proton subsystem are studiedand the corresponding phase diagram determining the necessary condi-tions for the existence of di�erent proton orderings is constructed withinthe frame of mean �eld approximation taking into account the long-rangeproton interactions. Investigations of thermodynamical functions as wellas the temperature dependences of proton average occupation numbersare performed numerically. The obtained results are compared with theconclusions which follow from the phenomenological approach based onLandau expansion.Podat~s� do Phase TransitionsSubmitted to Phase Transitionsc �nstitut f�ziki kondensovanih sistem 1996Institute for Condensed Matter Physics 1996



1 Preprint1. IntroductionThe investigation of crystals which belong to M3H(XO4)2-class (M=K,Rb, Cs; X=Se, S) has received much attention in recent years. Such anactive studies are caused by the existence of structural and ferroelectricphase transitions in these crystals, connected with the rearrangements ofhydrogen bonds network, proton ordering and ionic groups reorientationprocesses, accompanied by the crystal lattice deformation. The essentialfeature of this class of materials is their high-temperature transitionsto the so-called superionic (superprotonic) phases, in which the conduc-tivity is accomplished by the fast proton transport. In these phases thespeci�c type of proton disorder is realized when protons are distributedrandomly in the sublattice of structurally equivalent positions and theavailable positions number exceeds the number of protons. As chargecarriers, protons are transferred through the crystal with low activationenergy.The characteristic feature of crystals of the M3H(XO4)2 family is thatthe tetrahedra SeO4(SO4) are linked by hydrogen bonds O(2)-H� � �O(20)into pairs (dimers) [1,2,4{7] in the low symmetry (nonsuperionic) phases.There exist three possible dimer con�gurations connected with their ori-entations in lattice. The transition to superionic phases involves the de-struction of dimer structure, reorientation of XO4 groups between threeequilibrium positions as well as dynamic disordering of protons betweenthree structural equivalent positions in the (001) plane with the proba-bility of occupation of each position equal to 1=3 [8{10].For the majority of crystals of this type the similar sequence of phasetransitions is observed. The superionic phase with decreasing of tem-perature is replaced by two ferroelastic phases generally, and for lowtemperatures the transitions to states with ferroelectric ordering areoften noted. Despite some discrepancies among existing structural da-ta [2,4,8,9], it is generally accepted, that superionic phase transitionsin most cases are accompanied by the structural transformations frommonoclinic ferroelastic phase with space group A2/a (Z = 2) to trig-onal paraelastic with space symmetry R�3m(Z = 1). In particular, forthe crystals Rb3H(XO4)2 and Cs3H(XO4)2 [4,10{12] the transformationoutlined above takes place. The situation is more complicated for thecrystals (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 with ammonium groups. Structural investiga-tions performed in works [6{8] revealed that in contradiction to accept-ed previously concepts [2,9], in crystal (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 more complexphase sequence is realized: trigonal phase I (space group R�3m); trigo-nal phase II (R�3); triclinic phase III (C�1 or P�1, with small deviations
ICMP{96{24E 2from monoclinic C2/c); monoclinic phase IV (C2/c); monoclinic phaseV (Cc) and monoclinic phase VI (Cc) (the transition temperatures are332K, 302K, 275K, 181K and 101K respectively). The results of recentstructural analysis [3] do not exclude the possibility of existence of inter-mediate phase between the structures R�3m and A2/a (or C2/c) in thecrystal (NH4)3H(SO4)2 as well.Beside the structural X-ray studies of M3H(XO4)2 type crystals, thecalorimetric measurements, investigations of vibrational spectra by Ra-man and IR spectroscopy, dielectric susceptibility, elastic and latticeconstants, NMR-spectra, static and dynamic conductivity (impedancesZ0(!), Z00(!)) have been performed [3,13{23].Considerable attention hasbeen paid also to studies of external stress e�ect [13] and inuence ofdeuteration [1] on the phase transitions in these compounds. In patricu-lar, the entropy change �S at superionic phase transition, obtained fromcalorimetric studies [11,17], is equal to 1:1R, 1:2R and 1:0R for the crys-tals Cs3H(SeO4)2, (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 and Rb3H(SeO4)2 respectively, thatis in consistent with con�gurational entropy value �Scf = R ln 3 = 1:1R.Thereby these results support the assumption concerning proton disor-dering between three positions in the unit cell of the superionic phase.Raman and NMR spectroscopy measurements [1,10,20] indicate in turnthe fast dynamics and reorientations of XO4 groups, which accompanythe phase transitions and become signi�cantly intensive in the superionicphase. These movements together with the drastically increased ampli-tudes of thermal vibrations (measured by Debye-Waller factor) assistthe proton transport and thereby are responsible in great degree for theappearance of superprotonic conductivity [8].The information obtained from available experiments, indicates theessentially important role of proton subsystem, �rst of all in the superi-onic phase transitions. Proton ordering and changes of its character aftertransitions to the low-temperature phases is the factor which should beconsidered primarily in the developing of theory of such transitions. Al-though more complete and consistent theory must take into account theorientation motions of ionic groups, the proton ordering model can beusable as the basic. Such approach was developed in [24,25], where bythe treatment of protons interactions in the mean �eld approximationwithin the framework of lattice gas model the consideration of protonordering in crystal Rb3H(SeO4)2 at the transition from superionic phaseR�3m to low-temperature phase A2/a has been carried out. It shouldbe noted, that thermodynamical description of such transition based onLandau expansion, with taking into account the interaction of formallyintroduced order parameters with lattice strain, has been proposed in



3 Preprint[26].The aim of this work is the further development of the approachused in [24,25]. We will consider �rst of all the speci�c sequence of phasetransitions from the superionic phase II to ferroelastic phases III and IV,which was observed in the (NH4)3H(SeO4)2 crystal. Using the structuraldata, the symmetry analysis of proton orderings in phases III and IV willbe performed. On the basis of the model including the long-range protoninteractions, the equilibrium states of proton system will be studied andthe corresponding phase diagram determining the necessary conditionsfor theexistence of di�erent proton orderings will be constructed. The in-vestigations of thermodynamical functions, calculated in the mean �eldapproximation, as well as the solving of equations for order parametersand calculation of their temperature dependences will be performed nu-merically. The obtained results will be compared with the conclusionsresulting from the phenomenological theory based on Landau expansion.2. Mean Field ApproximationThe transitions from superionic to ferroelastic phases are primarily relat-ed to the changes of statistical distribution of protons over the lattice.In phases III, IV protons are placed within the hydrogen bonds withwell de�ned positions. On the contrary, in superionic phase the num-ber of available for protons positions increases considerably. The virtualhydrogen bonds network arises with the occupation probability 1=3 foreach bond.The characteristic features of proton arrangement in crystal struc-tures of phases II, III and IV are illustrated in Figs.1-4 (we haveused in this case the results of X-ray studies obtained by Pietraszko,Lukaszewicz, Augustyniak [6{8]). Rhombohedral coordinate system withlattice vectors ~a1 = (�ap32 ; a2 ; c3), ~a2 = (ap32 ; a2 ; c3), ~a3 = (0;�a; c3)(a = 8:399�A, c = 22:904�A) was chosen as a basis (Fig.1). There are twoSeO4 groups and three possible proton positions (three virtual bonds)in primitive unit cell of phase II(Z=1, space group R�3 (C23i)). It is as-sumed that three virtual bonds f = 1; 2; 3 adjacent to the upper (SeO4)00group ((SeO4)00 group lies at a distance c=3 along c-axis above the lower(SeO4)0 group) belong to primitive unit cell with coordinate, given byvector ~Rm (~Rm = n1~a1 + n2~a2 + n3~a3). Hydrogen bonds, adjacent to(SeO4)0, belong to the neighbouring unit cells with vectors ~Rm�~af (seeFig.2).The transition from phase II to phase III (Z=2, space group C�1 (C1i ))
ICMP{96{24E 4is accompanied by doubling of elementary unit cell volume as well asthe crystal lattice period along one of the directions given by vectors ~ai.Three possible orientation states are characterized by wave vectors f12~b1,12~b2, 12~b3g which belong to f ~k4g star (in Kovalev notations [27]). At everysuch state the proton positions are occupied in a de�nite manner. As anexample, for the case ~k4 = 12~b3, the positions f = 1 or f = 2 are occupiedin unit cell, with alternately change of these occupation numbers attranslation along the ~a3 direction. The occupation of proton positionswith the same indices f (~Rmf and ~Rmf�~af ) is the characteristic featureof the pair (SeO4)0 and (SeO4)00 groups, which are the nearest neighboursalong c-axis. As the result, the sequences of (SeO4)0 and (SeO4)00 dimersaligned along ~a1 and ~a2 directions arise (Fig.3).The character of proton arrangement in phase IV is di�erent. Nowthe same proton position in each lattice cell is occupied (see Fig.4).The three di�erent orientation states of the crystal correspond to threepossible directions of occupied hydrogen bonds as well as to sequencesof hydrogen-bonded SeO4 dimers. The hydrogen bonds along each se-quence of dimers are shifted alteratively from it axis on the distance ��(� = 0:025b) in the (a; b) plane. This is correlated with the rotations ofneighbouring SeO4 groups in opposite directions. The resulting structuremodulation (in comparison with phase II) is characterized by f ~k8g star,which consists of one vector ~k8 = 12(~b1 + ~b2 + ~b3).Orientation degrees of freedom, describing the SeO4 groups motion,manifest themselves in the phase transition between superionic phases IIand I. It is precisely to these rotations the ionic groups disordering andlattice symmetry increasing due to mirror planes appearance are related(the space group of phase I is R�3m (D53d); Z = 1).Restricting ourselves to the analysis of proton ordering only in sub-lattice of positions ~Rmf , that provides a possibility to consider the phasetransitions from phase II to III and IV, we will use in this work the mean�eld approximation taking into account the proton interactions.As was done by [24,25], let's present this interaction in a bilinearform:Hint = 12 Xmm0ff0 �ff 0 (mm0)nmfnm0f 0 ; (2.1)where nmf = 0 or 1 is the occupation number of proton in position fof unit cell m; �ff 0 (mm0) denotes the energy of pair interaction. TheHamiltonian of the protons system includes besides (2.1) the sum of



5 Preprintsingle particle energies:H0 =Xmf (E � �)nmf : (2.2)The proton chemical potential � at the given average number of protonsshould be determined from the condition:Xmf �nmf = �n; (2.3)where �n is the average protons number per unit cell. For the case of the(NH4)3H(SeO4)2-type crystals, which is considered here, �n = 1.In the mean �eld approximation^HMF = U0 +Xmf f (m)nmf +Xmf (E � �)nmf ; (2.4)wheref (m) = Xm0f 0 �ff 0 (mm0)�nm0f 0 ; (2.5)U0 = �12 Xmm0ff0 �ff 0 (mm0)�nmf �nm0f 0 :The partition function Z and thermodynamical potential 
 for thesystem with Hamiltonian (2.4) are determined in an ordinary way:Z = Sp e�� ^HMF =Ymf Xnf=0;1 e��(f (m)+E��)nmf e��U0 (2.6)
 = �� lnZ = U0 ��Xmf ln(1 + e��(f (m)+E��)): (2.7)Consequently�nmf = [e�(f (m)+E��) + 1]�1; (2.8)whence follows the system of the selfconsistent equations for averageoccupation numbers �nmf . It is easy to verify that solutions of system(2.8) satisfy on one side, the extremum conditions of thermodynamicalpotential 
@
@�nm0f 0 = 0 (2.9)
ICMP{96{24E 6for the given value of chemical potential � and, on other side, the con-ditions of extremum of free energy F = 
 + ��nN for the given averageproton concentration �n:@F@�nm0f 0 = 0 (2.10)(in the latter case it is necessary to take into account the dependenceof � on the average occupation number �nm0f 0 , which follows from thecondition (2.8)).Let us express the average values �nmf as:�nmf = 13�n+ ��nmf : (2.11)The deviations ��nmf of the proton occupation numbers from their aver-age values become nonzero with the proton ordering.Similarly to [24,25], for the description of ordering in phase III, weuse the expansion in terms of the wave vector stars, which include starf~k7 = 0g in addition to the star f~k4g. For the transition to the orientationstate with vector ~k3 = 12~b3, the representation��n1f = 1p2uei~k3 ~Rm + 1p6v;��n2f = � 1p2uei~k3 ~Rm + 1p6v; (2.12)��n3f = � 2p6vmakes possible to obtain the observed occupations of proton positions(�n1m = 1, �n2m = 0, �n3m = 0 or �n1m = 0, �n2m = 1, �n3m = 0) for thesaturation values of order parameters u and v: u = � 1p2 , v = 1p6 . Hereu = � 1p2 hnm1 � nm2i; v = 1p6 hnm1 + nm2 � 2nm3i: (2.13)Analogously, for the transitions corresponding to vectors ~k1 = 12~b1and ~k2 = 12~b2��n1f = � 2p6v��n2f = 1p2uei~k1 ~Rm + 1p6v; (2.14)��n3f = � 1p2uei~k1 ~Rm + 1p6v;



7 Preprintand��n1f = 1p2uei~k2 ~Rm + 1p6v;��n2f = � 2p6v (2.15)��n3f = � 1p2uei~k2 ~Rm + 1p6v:The resulting orderings are induced by the irreducible representationAg(�1) of the wave vector group G~ki as well as by the representationEg(�3 + �5) of the point group G~k7=0. In fact, in a general case thedeviation can be written as��n1 = 1p2[u3ei~k3 ~Rm � u2ei~k2 ~Rm ] + 13(� + �);��n2 = 1p2[u1ei~k1 ~Rm � u3ei~k3 ~Rm ] + 13("2� + "�); (2.16)��n3 = 1p2[u2ei~k2 ~Rm � u1ei~k1 ~Rm ] + 13("� + "2�);(" = ei2�=3); the variables� = �n1 + "�n2 + "2�n3; (2.17)� = �n1 + "2�n2 + "�n3are transformed according to the Eg representation under point groupoperations. Setting� = j�jei ; � = j�je�i ; (2.18)we have � + � = 2j�j cos ;"2� + "� = 2j�j cos( � 2�3 ); "� + "2� = 2j�j cos( � 4�3 ):(2.19)The choice j�j = q32v;  = f�3 ;�;��3 g (and in addition uf = fu�f3,u�f1, u�f2g) corresponds to the presented above orientation states (2.12)-(2.15).The identical character of proton positions occupation in each unitcell is an inherent feature of the proton ordering in phase IV in spite
ICMP{96{24E 8of the appearance of superstructure with vector ~k8 due to the spacemodulation of the SeO4 groups rotation angles. Therefore, the changein symmetry of proton distribution in phase IV, in comparison withphase II, may be formally connected with one of the irreducible repre-sentations of group G~k=0, with taking into consideration only the protonsubsystem (the results obtained on this assumption remain valid afterincluding of orientation degrees of freedom into model since the wavevector groups G~k=0 and G~k8 are the same). For the basis (n1; n2; n3)only two-dimensional irreducible representation Eg is suitable.In this case the expressions for deviations ��nf can be deduced from(2.16) with restriction to uniform terms only:��n1 = 13(� + �) = 23 j�j cos ;��n2 = 13("2� + "�) = 23 j�j cos( � 2�3 ); (2.20)��n3 = 13("� + "2�) = 23 j�j cos( � 4�3 ):The values j�j = 1 and  = 0; 2�3 ; 4�3 correspond to three orientationstates with �nmf = (1; 0; 0), (0; 1; 0) and (0; 0; 1) respectively.Thus, the expressions (2.16) for the deviations of proton occupa-tion numbers include the cases of all three phases (II, III and IV). Inparticular, the representation of ��nmf in the form (2.12) gives the possi-bility to describe beside the ordering corresponding to orientation statewith vector ~k3 of phase III (for u 6= 0, v 6= 0), also the ordering with�nmf = (0; 0; 1) for phase IV (with u = 0, v 6= 0 and saturation valuev = � 2p6 ).Our further consideration will be devoted to more elaborate investi-gation of orderings given by expressions (2.12). We will use this repre-sentation for deriving in explicit form the equations for proton averageoccupation numbers and thermodynamic functions in the mean �eld ap-proximation.After substitution (2.12) in (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain:1(m) = 0 + av + bei~k3 ~Rmu2(m) = 0 + av � bei~k3 ~Rmu (2.21)3(m) = 0 � 2av:



9 PreprintHere 0 = 13 �nXf 0 �ff 0 (0);a = 1p6 ['11(0)� '12(0)]; (2.22)b = 1p2 ['11(~k3) � '12(~k3)];where 'ff 0 (~k) =Xm0 �ff 0 (mm0)e�i~k(~Rm�~Rm0 );is the Fourier transform of proton interaction matrix. In this caseU0 = �N2 0 � N2 p6av2 � N2 p2bu2: (2.23)The quantities u and v play here a role of the order parameters. Thethermodynamic equilibrium conditions (2.9) or (2.10) can be writtenhere as minimum conditions with respect to parameters u and v:@@u� 1N F�= 0; @@v� 1N F�= 0; (2.24)and �� > 0;where �� are the eigenvalues of matrix�2F = 0BB@ @2F@u2 @2F@u@v@2F@v@u @2F@v2 1CCAWith the explicit form of the free energy F as a function of order pa-rameters u and v:1N F = 1N U0 � �hln(1 + 1y e��(av+bu)) + (2.25)ln(1 + 1y e��(av�bu)) + ln(1 + 1y e2�av)i+ ��n;where y = e�(E��+0 ), the following system of equations for u and vparameters is derived:
ICMP{96{24E 10u = 1p2h 1ye�(av+bu) + 1 � 1ye�(av�bu) + 1i; (2.26)v = 1p6h 1ye�(av+bu) + 1 + 1ye�(av�bu) + 1 � yye�2�av + 1i:The parameter y can be obtained from the equation1ye�(av+bu) + 1 + 1ye�(av�bu) + 1 + 1ye�2�av + 1 = �n; (2.27)which follows from (2.8).The equations (2.26) and (2.27) give the possibility to investigate theequilibrium distributions of protons for arbitrary average proton number�n. Further we shall pay our attention to the case �n = 1, restricting onlyto the case of ideal crystals.The solving of the systen of equations(2.26), (2.27), the analysis ofextremums and search for the minima as well as selection of absoluteminima of the function F was performed numerically.Examinations of function F (u; v) pro�les for di�erent values of ratio~b = b=a revealed that for ~b < ~b� = p3 the transition to phase IV withu = 0; v 6= 0 occurs and for ~b > ~b� the transition to the ordered statecorresponding to phase III u 6= 0; v 6= 0 takes place. In the �rst casethe free energy surface have one absolute minimum for saturation valueu = 0; v = � 2p6 besides the local minimum at a point u = 0; v = 0 (seeFig.5). With the temperature increase the depths of minima u = 0; v 6= 0and u = 0; v = 0 are redistributed, becoming equal in a point of phasetransition, which thereby is of the �rst order. In the latter case twoabsolute symmetrical minima with coordinates u = � 1p2 , v = 1p6 insaturation state exist (Fig.6). The order of transition to phase III changesfrom �rst for ~b� < ~b < ~bc to second for ~b > ~bc, which points up theexistence of three-critical point with coordinates (~bc ' 2:07; �c = Tcjaj '0:65). For ~b = ~b� all three absolute minima of free energy for T < Tccoexist with equal depth (Fig.7).All these results can be shown in the form of phase diagram (�;~b)(see Fig.8), where � = Tjaj , with the indication of coexistence curves fordi�erent phases and critical points. The line of coexistence of phases IIIand IV ~b = ~b� is in this case parallel to the ordinate axis.Results of the temperature dependences calculation of parametersu and v(performed with the elimination of chemical potential with thehelp of (2.27)) are presented in Fig.10 and 11 for various values of ~b.



11 PreprintIn the same �gures one can see the temperature dependences of theproton positions average occupation numbers �n1, �n2 and �n3. As maybe seen, after transition to phases III or IV these occupancies approachcorresponding saturation values (�n1(2) = 1, �n2(1) = 0, �n3 = 0 or �n1 =�n2 = 0, �n3 = 1).The temperature dependences of the entropy S = �@F@t are illustrat-ed in Fig.9 for the cases of transitions to phase III or IV. The resultingentropy change after transition from disordered phase II to phase IIIamounts to 1.9R, which exceeds the above mentioned value of con�g-urational entropy for transitions with ordering in one of three possiblepositions. This discrepancy is connected with using of the mean �eldapproximation and consequent averaging procedure in our calculations.3. Landau expansionIt is reasonable to compare the results obtained in the mean �eld ap-proximation, with the general thermodynamic criterions, which can bededuced from the Landau expansion of thermodynamical potential orfree energy in terms of parameters u and v. Such an expansion is a spe-cial case of more general expansion in terms of u1, u2, u3 componentsand variables �, � (or j�j and  ).The form of the latter can be determined from the symmetry analysis:1N F = f0 + �(u21 + u22 + u23) + �j�j2 +[u21 cos + u22 cos( � 2�3 ) + (3.1)u23 cos( � 4�3 )]j�j+ �j�j3 cos(3 ) + �(u41 + u42 + u43) +�(u22u23 + u23u21 + u21u22) + �[u21(cos2( � 4�3 ) + cos2( � 2�3 ))+u22(cos2 + cos2( � 4�3 )) + u23(cos2( � 2�3 ) + cos2  )]j�j2+�j�j4:The order parameters can be evaluated from the equilibrium condi-tions @@ui� 1N F� = 0; @@j�j� 1N F� = 0; @@ � 1N F� = 0 (3.2)
ICMP{96{24E 12Among the possible solutions of this system of equations there are fol-lowing:1) u1 6= 0; u2 = u3 = 0; sin = 02) u2 6= 0; u1 = u3 = 0; sin( � 2�3 ) = 0 (3.3)3) u3 6= 0; u1 = u2 = 0; sin( � 4�3 ) = 04) u1 = u2 = u3 = 0; sin 3 = 0The �rst three of them correspond to the phase  values �, ��3 and �3,respectively, and are concerned to the three di�erent orientation statesof the phase III (see equation (2.17)). The last solution includes thepossible orientation states of the phase IV with  = 0; 2�3 ; 4�3 .The free energy expansion in terms of u and v parameters1N F = f = 12�1v2+12�2u2+1v3+2vu2+�1v4+�2v2u2+�3u4(3.4)corresponds to the orderings described by expressions (2.12). This expan-sion can be derived from (3.1) with the constraint u1 = u2 = 0;u3 = uand with the use of relations (2.17). The expression (3.4) is the gener-al form of Landau expansion describing the transitions into the givenorientation state. Formulae (2.25) and (2.27) provides the possibility ofdetermination of microscopic expressions for Landau expansion coe�-cients in the mean �eld approximation:�1 = �p6a � 43�a2; �2 = �p2b� 49�b21 = 227�2jaj3; 2 = � 227�2jajb2 (3.5)�1 = 554�3a4; �2 = 581�3a2b2; �3 = 56 � 81�3b4:Standard thermodynamical analysis of expansion (3.4) with the helpof equilibrium conditions:@f@u = 0; @f@v = 0 (3.6)and corresponding stability criterions determines the areas of existenceof di�erent orderings and, therefore, possible phases of system.



13 PreprintThe solution u = 0; v = 0 (phase II) is stable in the region of thetemperature and the interaction parameters values a and b determinedfrom inequalities:�1 > 0; �2 > 0: (3.7)Equation �2 = 0 gives the temperature of transition into the state withu 6= 0; v 6= 0 (phase III) in the case of second order phase transition(�(2)c = 49p2 jbj). This takes place for ~b > ~bc. When � � �(2)c�2 � j�(2)c � �cjv � 2�24�3�1 � 222 � j�(2)c ��cj (3.8)u � h� �24�3 � 224�3 vi 12 � j�(2)c � �cj 12The transition from disordered phase to the state with u = 0; v 6= 0(phase IV) is of the �rst order. Temperature of transition �(1)c is deter-mined from the condition:2�1�1 = 21 ;and a jump of the order parameter v in this case is equal tov0 = � 12�1 :Using the relations (3.5) we get�(1)c = 1:022�(1)c0 ; v0 = � 815p6 ; (3.9)where �(1)c0 = 43p6 jaj.On cooling a phase transition from disordered phase to the states(u 6= 0; v 6= 0) and (u = 0; v 6= 0) occurs when b=a > p3 and b=a < p3respectively. The equationb=a = p3 (3.10)determines the coexistence curve of phases III and IV, along which the�rst order phase transition takes place.In phase diagram ( Tjaj ; ba ) this curve is parallel to the temperature axisfor the considered model. Thus it is evident that the considering of onlythe long-range proton interactions for the proton orderings investigationcan not be su�cient for the description of phase transition between thephases III and IV, which occurs with temperature change.
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Figure 1: Projection of the rhombohedric primitive cell of the crystal(NH4)3H(SeO4)2 with lattice vectors ~a1, ~a2, ~a3 on the (001) plane in thehexagonal coordinate system in phase II. The big circles correspond tothe possible positions of O(2) oxygens; A (z = 0), B (z = 1=3) and C(z = �1=3) denote the positions of Se atoms in SeO04 groups.
Figure 2: Network of the virtual hydrogen bonds in the phase II. 1, 2and 3 (z = 0:27) denote the hydrogen bonds in the unit cell ~Rm, thebonds marked by 10, 20 and 30 (z = �0:07) belong to the neighbouringunit cells ~Rm � ~a1, ~Rm � ~a2 and ~Rm � ~a3 respectively.
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Figure 3: Projection of the hydrogen bonds network structure of(NH4)3H(SeO4)2 crystal on the (001) plane in the hexagonal coordi-nate system in phase III; the hydrogen bonds form the sequences along~a1 and ~a2 directions with the step height c=3. Cases (a) and (b) are dis-tinguished by the translation on c along hexagonal axis; the structuralmodulation corresponds to doubling of lattice period along ~a3 direction.
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Figure 4: Projection of the hydrogen bonds network structure of(NH4)3H(SeO4)2 crystal on the (001) plane in the hexagonal coordinatesystem in phase IV; the hydrogen bonds f+;�;+; :::g form the sequencesalong ~a3 direction with the step height c=3; x(+) � x(�) = 0:05.
Figure 5: Free energy as a function of u and v for ~b = 1, � = 0:3.
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Figure 6: Free energy as a function of u and v for ~b = 3, � = 0:5.

Figure 7: Free energy as a function of u and v for ~b = 1:9, � = 0:2.
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Figure 8: Phase diagram (� , ~b), the solid and dashed lines indicate the�rst and second order phase transitions respectively.
Figure 9: Temperature dependence of the entropy at the phase transi-tions from phase II to phase III (~b = 3) and phase IV (~b = 1).
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Figure 10: Dependence of (a) the order parameters and (b) the protonaverage occupation numbers on � for ~b = 1 (the case of the �rst orderphase transition from disordered phase II to phase IV).
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Figure 11: Dependence of (a) the order parameters and (b) the protonaverage occupation numbers on � for ~b = 3 (the case of the second orderphase transition from disordered phase II into phase III).
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